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FROM THE PRESIDENT
Esther Waite
Greetings, flute friends!
I trust your summer brought a season of refreshment and good
memories, and that you were reinvigorated through your musical
activities, whether it be a flute retreat, masterclass, music festival,
or simply some good practice sessions.
Our spring flute festival in April was a wonderful opportunity to see many
of you. Wasn't it delightful to hear Paula Robison play and teach in such an inspiring way? We
thank our corporate sponsors, volunteers, workshop leaders, Charleston‐area teachers, and all
our members for making the festival a success! Plans are already underway for our next
festival, slated for April 8‐9, 2016 in Columbia. We are pleased to announce that Jill Felber will
be our guest artist for this event! Save the date and stay tuned for more details about our
competitions and workshop offerings!
We have a new private Facebook group for the South Carolina Flute Society. This is in addition
to the public page, so if you're a current SCFS member, let us know and we'll make sure you're
added to the private group. We want this to be a way to help our members connect across the
state. Feel free to post anything and everything flute‐related (questions, classifieds,
announcements, photos, etc.). The SCFS is also happy to promote members' flute‐related events
on the website's local events calendar.
As a gentle reminder, SC Flute Society memberships expired September 1, 2015. Some of you
have renewed already ‐ thank you!! If you have not yet
renewed, please don’t delay! You can download your
Inside this issue:
renewal form now at scflute.org/membership.html. For
____________________________________________________________
those of you with private studios, you'll want to renew
to keep your name listed on our website's "Teacher
Upcoming Flute Recitals
2
Listing" page.
Musical Entrepreneurship 3‐5
Please let any of the board members know if there is
Festival Scrapbook
6‐7
anything we can do to encourage you in your flute
Competition Winners
8
pursuits, and have a wonderful autumn!
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Faculty Flute Recital
Friday, September 25, 2015
7:00 PM
War Memorial Chapel, Bob Jones University
1700 Wade Hampton Blvd., Greenville, SC 29614
An eclectic program of works old and new from the flute repertoire
performed by Esther Waite (flute) and Jessica Elliott (piano)

2015 Friends’ Concert
Sunday, September 27, 2015
2:30‐3:45 PM
Springs House 201 West Gay Street Lancaster, SC 29720
Performers: Erin Moon‐Kelly (flute and piccolo), Falin Bowers (flute),
Brandi Icard (soprano), and Carol Edmonds (piano)
Fall is here! School has started. Extracurricular activities and homework are once again part of
many families’ daily weekday night routine. Weekday traffic has once again pushed rush hour
traffic into overdrive.
Need a break from all of this fall madness? Do the kids need some time to constructively relax
those brainwaves? Do you moms and dads need an afternoon of “sit down” time while your
children become captivated with diverse but beautiful artistic stimuli? Pack up the family,
spouse, or date and come down to Lancaster, SC to see the 2015 Friends’ Concert. EMK Music
once again provides a brilliant and fun show to Lancaster County and its surrounding areas.
Some of the goodies for this fabulous program include the Latin flavor of Mike Mowers’ Sonata
Latino, remarkably dazzling and soothing art songs by Erik Satie, and a fantastic flute duo
version of Felix Mendelssohn’s “Scherzo” from Midsummer Night’s Dream!
Parking and admission are both FREE; however, donations for future performing and visual art
extravaganzas will be much appreciated by the Lancaster County Council for the Arts. For
additional information, please visit www.emk‐music.com or contact Erin Moon‐Kelly at
erinmoonkelly@hotmail.com. See you there!
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This is the conclusion of an essay by Erin Moon‐Kelly which gives suggestions on how a recent
graduate from an accredited music school can build his or her own successful music
entrepreneurship with limited resources outside the walls of a music conservatory.
Careful Concert Programing
Outside of the conservatory, the majority of the co‐collaborators the new music entrepreneur
will be working with are highly talented amateur musicians, semi‐professional musicians, and
retired music professionals with various degrees of music training, ability, and physical (and in
some cases mental) stamina. Like the entrepreneur, these musicians also have day jobs,
families, households, medical issues, and other obligations that make practice time and
rehearsal time a challenge to lock down. To build and maintain an extensive list of volunteer
musicians (especially for chamber music concerts), the entrepreneur must ask for the volunteer
musicians’ choice of preferred literature first and select his or her own literature to compliment
theirs. To save money, the entrepreneur should program literature that these musicians
currently own and have played before. I usually give my volunteer musicians about 20 to 30
minutes of a 75‐90 minute concert to play whatever literature they want.7 If the concert
includes a chamber music piece involving multiple participants, make sure it is a piece that can
be performance ready in a MAXUMUM of two rehearsals. Perform two or three “shared”
concerts or recitals rather than one two hour solo recital.8 The more productions and
entrepreneur successfully puts together, the more free press (and free advertising) he or she
gets.9 Only select one “risky” piece and/or one “wishful thinking” piece per concert; all other
music should be tonal and within the audience’s and the volunteer musicians’ comfort zone. Fill
in any remaining time with music that is sight readable for all of the musicians. Consider
eliminating all nonessential repeats. Modern audiences and volunteer musicians prefer more
variety and less repetition. Multiple sound and style contrasts help keep the audience guessing,
which keeps its interest and attention throughout the show.
Know the Music; but Be a Chameleon
In a non‐threatening way, the music entrepreneur must act as an educator, performer, and
producer at each rehearsal (especially one consisting of volunteer musicians or grade school
students). These musicians will not produce a final product equal in quality to that of doctoral
candidates at the Eastman School of Music. However, they are very motivated to do everything
within reason to present a high quality concert that they can be proud of and enjoy. It is the
entrepreneur’s job to help the ensemble set realistic goals for a high quality performance that
the audience and his or her fans on Facebook, LinkedIn, and You Tube will love! Put as many
video recordings of live performances on social media as possible. Live performances are
preferred by potential clients and private students over prerecorded and edited ones. Be
prepared to make adjustments in the music (change dynamics, alter tempos, add fermatas,
rewrite parts, etc.) or cut movements as needed. Do not stop the concert to give “background
information” on every single piece prior to its performance (it aggravates the audience and the
volunteer musicians). Write program notes for the program instead. The volunteer musicians
Continued on next page.
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Continued from previous page.

must feel interested, confident, and happy with what they are performing; their happiness spills
over into the audience making the entrepreneur the mastermind behind the show’s
SUCCESSFUL conclusion!
Community Organizations, Non‐Profits, Community Ensembles, and Churches
These organizations are wonderful economical, professional, and personal resources for new
music entrepreneurs! Such organizations often have influential connections with highly
successful and affluent professionals inside and outside of the arts industry. These connections
could have potential leads for other profitable and/or highly publicized music opportunities.
Many of these institutions have strong ties to the local and regional newspaper, television, and
radio media yielding potential free press (and advertising) to music entrepreneurs.
Entrepreneurs who volunteer some of their time, talent, and expertise to these organizations
may in turn receive free performance venues and assistance in covering some of the production
costs.10
Attitude of Gratitude
Always thank the musicians that work with you for their meticulous preparation for a current
or upcoming concert. Enjoy performing with them. At the end of the concert program, give
credit to everybody and every organization involved in the production. Whenever possible,
thank those contributors in person after the show for their help. Make sure to thank the
audience for attending and accept their praise with humility and class11. Respect the audience
and the contributors by dressing professionally for each rehearsal, meeting, and performance12.
Treat every audience member, colleague, musician, and/or student with respect.
Clear Written and Verbal Communication
The ability to communicate clearly can make or break any entrepreneur’s career. Try to be as
inclusive (but grammatically correct) as possible in all of your published writing including
press releases, program notes, advertising, solicitations, and academic articles. Try to cater the
language of the correspondence to the preference of the intended audience. During interviews,
answer questions in as vernacular a way as possible. When in public, smile, make eye contact,
and try to start conversations with new people. Adding a little humor to one’s communication
also helps. One’s ability to be approachable to a wide variety of people is important for word‐of‐
mouth advertising.
Welcome and Build Positive Relationships with
Professional Musicians who are New to the Area
It is easy to be intimidated by new professional musicians who move to the area, especially
those who play one’s own instrument. Some of them may have less training and skill and some
may have more. Regardless of their qualifications and skill level, do not try to bury these
potential colleagues. Instead, try to build a positive relationship with them. Like the
Continued on next page.
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entrepreneur, the “new kid on the block” is also trying to build a business. And, these are the
types of musicians that one REALLY wants (but cannot afford) for his or her concerts. Invite the
“new kid” to appear on some of your concerts (even if it is a gratis service). Do the same in
return. The entrepreneur gains much more from such a relationship professionally, artistically,
and personally than he or she gains by “stifling the competition.” Openness to such relationships
silently communicates to other professional musicians, arts organizations, and professional
music educators that the entrepreneur has nothing to hide, which adds to his or her brand’s
authenticity and credibility.
Honest and Ethical Professional and Personal Behavior:
the Most Important Rule for Long Term Success
The music entrepreneur must avoid giving his or her opinion about any professional colleague if
it is not a favorable one. Instead, he or she should encourage the potential client to do research
and come up with his or her own opinion of that particular colleague. He or she could also
encourage the potential client to contact the person of interest directly for answers to his or her
questions. Never knowingly attempt to take a gig or a private student from another colleague13.
The music entrepreneur should not fix scores (or influence the judges to do so) at a competition
to favor one competitor over another, especially if such an action is done for the benefit of the
entrepreneur’s own private students. He or she must be careful not to overbook or double book
his or her services. Above all, the music entrepreneur must know his or her limits. If one cannot
take on an additional gig or private student, one should refer that client to another qualified
music professional.
Conclusion
Most former music students cherish the performance and pedagogical experiences that had in
college, graduate school, and/or doctorate school. The strongest music students (who often
become the most successful music entrepreneurs) realize that they can continue to have
rewarding performance and pedagogical experiences after graduation. There ARE such
experiences and resources outside the conservatory walls. However, it is the individual’s
responsibility to seek out, apply for, ask for, and take advantage of these resources. It is the
individual’s responsibility to develop, maintain, and expand on the relationships resulting from
those resources. Such actions will generate an invigorating and collaborative arts
entrepreneurship for years to come.
___________________________________
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A 75 minute concert with no intermission tends to be the preference for most modern concert patrons.
“Shared” concerts provide greater variety of literature and colors for the audience, allow each musician some time to
rest in between multi movement pieces, and give the entire show a sense of perpetual motion.
9
I prefer shared concerts because I can still perform challenging literature over the course of a more spaced out time
frame, which is manageable with my current lifestyle.
10
For a fundraising concert, ask for donations at the end of the show rather than charge admission at the beginning of it.
11
Lie to yourself and pretend you played perfectly.
12
One should also dress professionally for collaborative meetings, adjudication assignments, auditions (even blind ones),
and recording sessions.
13
Such behavior is seen as plagiarism among music professionals.
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Highlights from the 2015 Spring Festival
College of Charleston

Julie Diamond
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Julie Diamond
Julie Diamond

Julie Diamond
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To play well an adagio with all the possible coloratura, the player must not only
be a perfect master of his instrument, but he must also have the power to
transform the tones, as it were, into words, by which he will be able to give his
feelings a clear expression.
The composer of vocal music endeavors to make the tones express the emotions
described by the words, and the singer is most easily led to a correct musical
interpretation through the words connected with the tones; likewise, the flute
player must learn to sing upon his instrument.
Excerpt from The Flute and Flute Playing, Theobald Boehm

2015 Competition Winners
Young Artist Competition:
1. Mirim Lee 2. Korinne Smith 3. Jennifer Gosack
Senior Artist Competition (11th and 12th grade):
2. Nicole Reed (no 1st or 3rd place awarded)
Clinic Artist Competition (9th and 10th grade):
1. Dayna Hagstedt 2. Morgan Monty 3. Kirkland Moranos
Congratulations and best wishes to you all!

The Music Village
(888)612‐3266
www.themusicvillage.net
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Board Members for the 2015‐2016 Year
2015‐2016 BOARD OF DIRECTORS
President ‐ Esther Waite
Vice President – Joy Sears
Secretary ‐ Laura Majewski
Treasurer – Amanda Barrett
2015‐2016 BOARD MEMBERS AT LARGE
Susan Conant
Julie Diamond
Regina Helcher‐Yost
Jessica Hull‐Dambaugh
Jennifer Parker‐Harley
John Samuel Roper
Korinne Smith
Amy Tully
Caroline Ulrich

Our mission is to further the education of flutists, create performance opportunities, and pro‐
mote the love of music and the flute


To keep flutists aware of all flute‐related activities in the southeast area



To provide competitions for students of all ages that will encourage performance at the
highest level and support the winners with scholarship money



To encourage regular meetings of its members on the local level, and to host flute
festivals that will benefit amateurs, students, teachers, and professionals in the state and
surrounding area



To provide an outlet for all flutists to share ideas flute‐related and continue growth
musically
To create performance and learning opportunities for all of its members
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